
Void Disposals
Supporting Your Project
VOID DISPOSAL PROGRAMME - THE BENEFITS TO YOU
We are finding that more of our clients are moving towards strategic
and formal programmes to sell void properties, rather than dealing
with disposals on an ad-hoc basis.
This approach is very beneficial for RPs, particularly as health & safety
requirements and carbon reduction goals require additional financial
investment in the homes that you manage. A properly managed
programme can lead to:

• Significant capital receipts for your organisation;

• Increased efficiency as uneconomic properties are “churned”, to 
be replaced with higher standard, better located homes;

• Improved asset management as potential disposals are identified 
and asset management can be prioritised accordingly;

• Achievement of carbon reduction targets; and

• Better neighbourhoods for your residents

Capsticks have played a key part in helping us deliver 
our very successful void disposal programme. Their 
experience in social housing and residential disposals has 
been imperative to the conveyancing phase of the project. 
Over the past four years we’ve formed a strong working 
relationship with the Capsticks team, they’re great to work 
with.

 

Aster

IDENTIFYING PROPERTIES FOR DISPOSALIDENTIFYING PROPERTIES FOR DISPOSAL
In our experience, the best programmes have pre-set criteria for
identifying properties for disposal, e.g. based on geography, cost
of repairs etc. with flexibility to retain properties in particular
circumstances. This enables your team to process disposals quickly
and efficiently, with maximum returns for your organisation.

GETTING THE RIGHT ADVICE
From portfolio sales, to individual sales by private treaty or auction,
we deal with the whole range and help you set up the right systems
and processes for you. This includes working closely with selling
agents, auctioneers and valuers, and we are always happy to provide
recommendations.

OUR EXPERIENCE
• Quick, painless sales: our tried and tested process and systems, 

including AI technology, enable us to dispose of properties within 8 
weeks on average for clients with large programmes. We drive the 
timescales from the outset, and use standard documents to ensure 
fast, efficient delivery.

• No hassle: we invest fully in our relationship with you, making sure 
you are confident from the outset of each transaction that you have 
everything that you need. As well as this, our great relationships 
with selling agents and auction houses mean we minimise the input 
needed from your team.

• A great experience: our enthusiastic, friendly team have a “can do” 
approach and will support your team throughout the process

• Training for your team, free of charge: to ensure that we operate as 
“one team”, to share the benefit of our experience with you, and to 
understand how you want to operate – we understand that every 
organisation is different.
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